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E-Discovery:
What Every Risk Manager 

Needs to Know
Jennifer L. Moore, Esq.

Bennett, Bigelow & Leedom, P.S.
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Discussion Agenda

What is E-Discovery?

When is it coming to Washington?

What can we learn from federal cases?

E-Discovery meets healthcare.

How can I prepare?

Best Practices.
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What is E-Discovery?

Request for electronically stored information 
(ESI) during discovery
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What is E-Discovery?

2006 Amendments to Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure (FRCP)
FRCP 34(a)(1)(A): “any designated documents or electronically 
stored information”
FRCP 16 – discuss at pretrial conference
FRCP 26 – discovery scope and limits

“FRCP 26(b)(2)(B):  A party need not provide discovery of 
electronically stored information from sources that the party 
identifies as not reasonably accessible because of undue 
burden or cost.”

FRCP 37(e):  “Absent exceptional circumstances, a court may 
not impose sanctions under these rules on a party for failing to 
provide electronically stored information lost as a result of the 
routine, good-faith operation of an electronic information 
system.”
FRCP 30(b)(6) –depositions of custodians of ESI, IT managers
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What is E-Discovery?

The Sedona Conference is a 501(c)(3) research 
and educational institute comprised of 
academics, industry experts, lawyers, and 
judges dedicated to the advancement of law and 
policy in the areas of antitrust law, intellectual 
property rights, and complex litigation. 
Since its establishment in 1997, the Sedona 
Conference has concentrated on the 
development of principles, guidelines, and best 
practices in new and emerging litigation 
practices. 
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When Is E-Discovery Coming to WA?

Court Rules and Procedures Committee
ESI Subcommittee

Proposed rules tabled in 2008

Revisited last month
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E-Discovery Coming to Washington

Proposed Changes to the Civil Rules

CR 26(b)(1)(B): “A party need not provide discovery of 
electronically stored information from sources that the 
party identifies as not reasonably accessible because of 
undue burden or cost.”

Alternative versions have been drafted
CR 26(f)(2): Discovery Plan

The discovery plan may include discussion of “any 
issues about the preservation or discovery of 
electronically stored information, including the form or 
forms in which it should be produced.”

CR 33(c): Business Records -- now includes ESI
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E-Discovery Coming to Washington

Proposed Changes to the Civil Rules

CR 37(f): “ESI.  Absent exceptional 
circumstances, a court may not impose 
sanctions under these rules on a party for 
failing to provide electronically stored 
information lost as a result of the routine, 
good-faith operation of an electronic 
system.”

“Safe Harbor” rule
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E-Discovery Coming to Washington

Proposed Changes to the Civil Rules

CR 45(a)(3):  Specify the form in which ESI is to be 
produced
CR 45(d):  “The person responding need not provide 
discovery of electronically stored information from 
sources that the person identifies as not reasonably 
accessible because of undue burden or cost.”

“On motion to compel discovery or for a protective order, the 
person responding must show that the information is not 
reasonably accessible because of undue burden or cost.  If 
that showing is made, the court may nonetheless order 
discovery from such sources if the requesting party show good 
cause, considering the limitations of rule 26(b)(1)(C).”
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E-Discovery Coming to Washington

Proposed Changes to the Evidence Rules
ER 502 – inadvertent disclosure of    
privileged documents 

Disclosure must be inadvertent

Holder of the privilege took reasonable steps 
to prevent disclosure

Holder promptly took steps to rectify the 
error
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What Can We Learn From Federal Cases?

Zubulake v. UBS Warbug LLC, 229 F.R.D. 422, 432 (S.D.N.Y. 2004)
UBS had not preserved relevant e-mails after the litigation hold 
had been in place. 
The judge gave the jury an “adverse inference” instruction, in 
part stating:  

"The fact that some UBS employees failed to preserve their 
e-mails after being instructed to do so, and that such e-
mails cannot now be produced, is sufficient circumstantial 
evidence from which you are permitted, but not required, to 
conclude that the missing evidence was unfavorable to 
UBS."

The jury found in favor of the plaintiff on her discrimination and 
retaliation claims and awarded $9.1 million in compensatory 
damages and $20.2 million in punitive damages punitive 
damages. 
“Counsel must become fully familiar with her client’s document 
retention policies, as well as the client’s data retention 
architecture.”
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What Can We Learn From Federal Cases?
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What Can We Learn From Federal Cases?

Qualcomm, Inc. v. Broadcom Corp., 2008 U.S. Dist. Crt.
Plaintiff denied existence of certain key 
communications 
Before trial, plaintiff (company) discovered e-mails
Plaintiff’s attorneys did not disclose these e-mails or do 
a search for more documents
A witness at trial testified about the e-mails and 46,000 
pages of undisclosed relevant electronically stored 
documents were discovered
Plaintiff had to pay defendant’s attorneys’ fees = $8.5 
million
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What Can We Learn From Federal Cases?

Keithley v. Home Store Inc.:  
Plaintiff alleged spoliation of relevant evidence

No document retention policy, no litigation hold policy, 
no litigation hold = “among the most egregious this 
court has ever seen.”

City of Seattle v. Prof’l Basketball Club, L.L.C.
Def. produced 150,000 e-mails from 2 managers and 
objected to production from 6 others

Def. did not show undue burden – “bald assertion” is 
not sufficient 
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E-Discovery Meets Healthcare
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E-Discovery Meets Healthcare

E-Mail
Company-based
Personal 

Text Messaging
Voice Mail
Digital Dictation
Policies and Procedures
Billing data
Medical equipment 
reports

EMR
Access logs

Staffing schedules
E-Prescribing
E-care / Online patient 
access

Patient access to records
Scheduling of 
appointments
Requesting refills
E-mailing providers
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E-Discovery Meets Healthcare

E-mail
60 billion e-mails a day

53 percent of companies lack a policy to govern e-mail retention 
and deletion (2007)

Area of concern because of automatic deletion and 
number of users in control of ESI

67 percent of companies allow individual users to determine how 
long messages are kept 
66 percent of companies do not have the e-mail archiving 
technology required to manage e-mail retention, litigation holds 
and e-discovery 

Not just asking for company e-mail anymore  -- “legal 
right to obtain”
E-mails contain multiple subject matters 
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E-Discovery Meets Healthcare

Who does E-Discovery benefit?
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How Can I Prepare?

1.  Review Your Document/Data 
Retention Policies
Do they need revision?  

Revise policies to address:
Retention and destruction of paper and 
electronic data

Disaster recovery
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How Can I Prepare?

2. Establish an E-Discovery Team:
Interdisciplinary team including risk 
management, IT, clinicians, counsel, 
administration
Identify potential sources of electronically 
stored information

Assess challenges and costs for preservation, search, 
retrieval and production of electronic information

Assess current practices
Develop a policy and procedure for production 
of ESI and for legal/litigation holds
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How Can I Prepare?

3. Educate Employees
E-Discovery concepts

E-mail usage

E = Eternal

Legal/Litigation Holds

Spoliation
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Best Practices

Shred Day?
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Best Practices

Data Retention Policy
What you are required by law to retain

What you want to retain for business

Destroy/delete everything else
Establish a schedule

Follow it
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E-Discovery Meets Healthcare

E-Mail
Company-based
Personal 

Text Messaging
Voice Mail
Digital Dictation
Policies and Procedures
Billing data
Medical equipment 
reports

EMR
Access logs

Staffing schedules
E-Prescribing
E-care / Online patient 
access

Patient access to records
Scheduling of 
appointments
Requesting refills
E-mailing providers
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Best Practices

Legal Holds
A legal hold can be implemented prior to 
litigation:

whenever litigation is reasonably anticipated, 
threatened or pending against an organization

According to the Sedona Conference 
guidelines “a duty to preserve is triggered only 
when an organization concludes, based on 
credible facts and circumstances, that 
litigation … is likely to occur.”
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Best Practices

Litigation Hold
A litigation hold is intended to preserve all 
documents and data that may be relevant to  
litigation 
Letter from counsel

Share with key personnel, IT and E-Discovery team
You should immediately freeze/suspend your usual 
document/ESI destruction practices

Instruct employees

Remember to regularly monitor preservation 
efforts and update and redistribute the litigation 
hold letter as needed

27

Best Practices

Develop a Discovery Response Plan
Appoint one person to receive ESI 
requests
Consult with appropriate departments, 
clinicians and creators/managers of ESI
Work closely with counsel
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I bet you are  wondering . . . 

Am I the only one without an EMR?
67% of physician offices do not have EMR
Approximately 70% of hospitals have some 
system

Am I behind the curve?
Not necessarily – 2/3 of businesses were not 
prepared before FRCP amendments

Can I retire before the E-Discovery rules 
are adopted?

29

Thank you!
Jennifer L. Moore, Esq.

Bennett, Bigelow & Leedom, P.S.

30
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Exciting New Technology

Washington Healthcare Risk 
Management Society 
Annual Conference

May 29th , 2009

A Brave New World

• “The struggle to balance the use of new 
technology against our comfort with “old 
ways” has been a part of civilization for time 
immemorial ”immemorial.

Exciting New Technology

What is the exciting new technology?

I’ll bet………  you have some 
of the technology on youof the technology on you 
belt….. In your pocket ….. In 
your purse !!  
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Exciting New Technology

How many Blackberries?  

Exciting New Technology

How Many IPhones?

Exciting New Technology

How many Voyagers?
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Exciting New Technology

How Many Other Phones?

Exciting New Technology

How do they really work? 

Cell signal for calls and internet.
What about text messaging?

Did you know that each of the cell 
carriers has it’s own frequency? 
(FCC approved and purchased) 

Exciting New Technology

What about the Wifi?

The new phones are coming out with a 
Wifi Antenna !

What does that mean for healthcare?

Clinicians can access the Intranet 
in your hospital on their phone! 
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Exciting New Technology

A quick story:
Dr. Johnson enters the hospital and 
begins his rounds.  He logs into the 
network using his personal Iphonenetwork using his personal Iphone
and retrieves all his patient 
information to do his rounds.  As he 
leaves for the day, he checks his 
pockets one last time and can’t find 
his Iphone.  

Exciting New Technology

Who is liable for the Patient 
information on his phone?

Dr Johnson?Dr. Johnson?
The Hospital?

Exciting New Technology

Can we please get rid of all the devices?
Providence is working on paging 
to the blackberryto the blackberry. 

We have a poison pill for the Blackberry

We have an audit trail on the pages via a 
new application.
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Exciting New Technology

Have you seen the new PC’s ?

Exciting New Technology

Exciting New Technology
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Exciting New Technology

Exciting New Technology

Communications:

PCs are a part of it….  The 
documentation, once done, allows 
access by everyone and is 
immediate. 

Exciting New Technology

Phones are a part of it.  

Clinicians rely on their internal 
phones to:phones to:

•Receive alerts
•Coordinate activities
•Verify work
•Notify each other  
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Exciting New Technology

The Cell Phones are becoming a new 
emerging technology.

Now we have a communications 
coordination issue.

Discreet Best in Class Systems

The Problem
Accidental Architecture

Discreet Best in Class Devices

No Common Architecture

The Solution

Bed Board 
(People 
Tracking)

Telemetry / 
Philips Medical 
Systems

From This:

Personal 
Communications

TV/Patient 
Services

Patient 
Itineraries

Inventory 
Supply 
Tracking and 
Ordering

Rauland 
Nurse Call 
System

Lenel 
(Security)

Siemens 
Apogee 
(Maintenance)

MP2 
(Maintenance 
Management)
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Exciting New Technology

•Multiple Inputs to Multiple 
Outputs
•Multiple Devices for Users
M lti l I t f•Multiple Interfaces

•Confusion
•Duplication
•Errors

Exciting New Technology

To This:

Exciting New Technology

•Multiple Inputs to Reduced 
Outputs
•Fewer Devices for Users
F I t f•Fewer Interfaces

•Improved Control
•Efficiency
•Improved Patient Care
•Audit Controls
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Exciting New Technology

What would happen if we don’t train 
our employees very well on the new 
communications processes?communications processes?  

The new communications 
procedures?

Exciting New Technology

Wireless IV Pumps that talk to a server 

More stuff ……

p
and will give parameters for the 
appropriate dosages based on body 
weight.

Where do they get the body weight?

Exciting New Technology

Would you believe from the bed?
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Exciting New Technology

The new beds are plugged into the 
network.  The record body weight; 
provide side rail alerts and much moreprovide side rail alerts and much more.

Exciting New Technology

RFID in Healthcare

There are specialized RFID tags
RefrigerationRefrigeration
Patient Tracking
Asset Tracking 

Exciting New Technology
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Exciting New Technology

Patient Tracking RFID, combined with 
an application allows you to smooth 
out a workflow.  

Asset Tracking RFID lets you find 
hard to locate equipment.

Exciting New Technology

What if we don’t train our employees 
on how to find an assets that may be 
critical to the provision of care?critical to the provision of care?

Exciting New Technology

Lots of new technology ……  How do 
we integrate it with:

Peoplep
Process
Other new technology
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Exciting New Technology

The technology is coming out faster than 
we can incorporate it into our workflow.  
So……..

Are early adopters the risk? 

Exciting New Technology

• How our clinicians are dealing with these 
changes is dependent upon: 
– Generation

Training– Training
– Desire

– Usefulness

– Willingness to change and standardize.

Exciting New Technology

• How will we benefit? Physicians/Clinicians
– Handwriting errors

– Standardization of management

Ability to collect data– Ability to collect data

– Automation of processes
– Warnings

– Ease of communication

– Greater connectivity
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Exciting New Technology

• How about the risks:
– Multiplication of errors

– Loss of productivity

Long term impact of expense– Long term impact of expense

– HPI security
– Loss of data

Questions?
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2009 Legislative Update2009 Legislative Update
Prepared by WHCRMS Legislative CommitteePrepared by WHCRMS Legislative Committee

Presented byPresented by
Dianne GarciaDianne Garcia
Cindy JacobsCindy Jacobs

Martha RaymondMartha Raymond
May 29, 2009May 29, 2009

SB 5056SB 5056——Unconscious VictimsUnconscious Victims
Health care providers such as doctors, nurses, and Health care providers such as doctors, nurses, and 
hospitals must report gunshot or stab wounds to law hospitals must report gunshot or stab wounds to law 
enforcement as soon as reasonably possible if a patient enforcement as soon as reasonably possible if a patient 
is unconscious or unable to make such a report. is unconscious or unable to make such a report. 
Hospitals must establish a written policy which identifies Hospitals must establish a written policy which identifies 
who is responsible for making the report to law who is responsible for making the report to law 
enforcement. Information to be included in the report enforcement. Information to be included in the report 
includes the patientincludes the patient’’s name, residence, sex, age, s name, residence, sex, age, 
whether the patient has received a bullet wound, whether the patient has received a bullet wound, 
gunshot wound, or stab wound, and the name of the gunshot wound, or stab wound, and the name of the 
health care provider providing treatment. health care provider providing treatment. 

The obligation make the report is secondary to patient The obligation make the report is secondary to patient 
care needs, preserving the ability of emergency care needs, preserving the ability of emergency 
department workers to appropriately prioritize their department workers to appropriately prioritize their 
work.  The bill also includes immunity provisions for work.  The bill also includes immunity provisions for 
those making a report.those making a report.
The bill makes evidence preservation requirements The bill makes evidence preservation requirements 
clearer. Bullets or clothing removed from the patient clearer. Bullets or clothing removed from the patient 
must be reasonably maintained and provided to law must be reasonably maintained and provided to law 
enforcement. Health care providers are immune from enforcement. Health care providers are immune from 
liability for acting in compliance with the law and are not liability for acting in compliance with the law and are not 
subject to the physiciansubject to the physician--patient privilege or the patient privilege or the 
registered nurse privilege.registered nurse privilege.
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The bill also includes a section relating to requirements The bill also includes a section relating to requirements 
of emergency medical personnel. Personnel treating a of emergency medical personnel. Personnel treating a 
patient with a bullet wound, knife wound, or a blunt patient with a bullet wound, knife wound, or a blunt 
force injury must provide specific information to law force injury must provide specific information to law 
enforcement when this information is requested. This enforcement when this information is requested. This 
includes the patientincludes the patient’’s name, address, gender, age, s name, address, gender, age, 
condition, whether the patient was conscious, whether condition, whether the patient was conscious, whether 
the patient appears to be under the influence of alcohol the patient appears to be under the influence of alcohol 
or drugs, the name of the emergency medical personnel or drugs, the name of the emergency medical personnel 
providing care, and the name of the facility the patient is providing care, and the name of the facility the patient is 
being transported to.being transported to.
Emergency medical personnel are immune from liability Emergency medical personnel are immune from liability 
for disclosing this information to law enforcementfor disclosing this information to law enforcement

HB 1021 HB 1021 –– DOH InspectionsDOH Inspections

Effective 7/26/2009Effective 7/26/2009
““UnannouncedUnannounced”” hospital inspections, hospital inspections, 
occurring on average every 18 monthsoccurring on average every 18 months

DOH will not issue Final Reports until after:DOH will not issue Final Reports until after:
Hospitals are given 2 wks to provide additional Hospitals are given 2 wks to provide additional 
info info 
& DOH rep has met with CEO, unless CEO & DOH rep has met with CEO, unless CEO 
declinesdeclines

HB 1414HB 1414——HCA Scope of PracticeHCA Scope of Practice

Effective 7/26Effective 7/26
Substantive changes expire July 2013Substantive changes expire July 2013

BackgroundBackground
Original HCA laws designed for emergent types of Original HCA laws designed for emergent types of 
carecare
ParenteralParenteral med authority onlymed authority only
DOH had opined that authority did not subsume oral, DOH had opined that authority did not subsume oral, 
topical, etc.topical, etc.
Problematic as Problematic as HCAsHCAs tended to practice in nontended to practice in non--
emergent settings (clinics)emergent settings (clinics)
Tend to be MAs by educational backgroundTend to be MAs by educational background

MAs not regulated by state lawMAs not regulated by state law
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2008 legislative session added [oral] vaccine administration2008 legislative session added [oral] vaccine administration
Now also may administer Now also may administer ““certain additional drugscertain additional drugs””

By oral, topical, rectal, By oral, topical, rectal, oticotic, ophthalmic, or inhaled routes administered , ophthalmic, or inhaled routes administered 
pursuant to a written order of a supervising health care practitpursuant to a written order of a supervising health care practitioner.ioner.

HCA may not administer a medication if:HCA may not administer a medication if:
patient is unable to physically ingest or safely apply a medicatpatient is unable to physically ingest or safely apply a medication ion 
independently or with assistance; orindependently or with assistance; or
patient is unable to indicate an awareness that he or she is takpatient is unable to indicate an awareness that he or she is taking a ing a 
medication.medication.

Allowed drugsAllowed drugs
OTC drugs: Benadryl, acetaminophen, ibuprofen, aspirin, NeosporiOTC drugs: Benadryl, acetaminophen, ibuprofen, aspirin, Neosporin, n, 
polysporinpolysporin, normal saline, , normal saline, colacecolace, , kenalogkenalog, hydrocortisone cream; , hydrocortisone cream; 
Legend drugs: Legend drugs: kenalogkenalog, hydrocortisone cream, raglan, , hydrocortisone cream, raglan, compazinecompazine, , 
zofranzofran, , bactrobanbactroban, , albuterolalbuterol, , xopenexxopenex, , silvadenesilvadene, gastrointestinal , gastrointestinal 
cocktail, fluoride, cocktail, fluoride, lmxlmx cream, cream, emlaemla, lat, optic dyes, oral contrast, , lat, optic dyes, oral contrast, 
oxygen.oxygen.

Limited to HCA classes CLimited to HCA classes C--FF
DOH must conduct a review regarding the DOH must conduct a review regarding the 
regulation and the scope of the practice of regulation and the scope of the practice of 
medical assistantsmedical assistants

Presumably MA Presumably MA regsregs may replace the may replace the 
sunsettedsunsetted HCA HCA regsregs by 2013by 2013

HB 1397HB 1397——Delegation Delegation toto RNsRNs
Effective 7/26Effective 7/26
Add licensed optometrist to list of providers under whose Add licensed optometrist to list of providers under whose 
direction a registered nurse may direction a registered nurse may ““administer administer 
medications, treatments, tests, and inoculations, medications, treatments, tests, and inoculations, 
whether or not the severing or penetrating of tissues is whether or not the severing or penetrating of tissues is 
involved and whether or not a degree of independent involved and whether or not a degree of independent 
judgment and skill is required.judgment and skill is required.””

i.e., engage in what is otherwise the practice of medicine i.e., engage in what is otherwise the practice of medicine 
Other delegators are physician, dentist, osteopathic physician, Other delegators are physician, dentist, osteopathic physician, 
naturopathic physician, podiatric physician, physician assistantnaturopathic physician, podiatric physician, physician assistant, , 
osteopathic physician assistant, advanced registered nurse osteopathic physician assistant, advanced registered nurse 
practitioner. practitioner. 
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HB 1300HB 1300——Mental health Mental health 
informationinformation

Effective 7/26Effective 7/26
Allows expanded access to mental health Allows expanded access to mental health 
treatment information to: treatment information to: 

law enforcement officerslaw enforcement officers
personnel of a county or city jailpersonnel of a county or city jail
designated mental health professionalsdesignated mental health professionals
public health officerspublic health officers
therapeutic court personneltherapeutic court personnel
personnel of the department of correctionspersonnel of the department of corrections
personnel of the indeterminate sentence review boardpersonnel of the indeterminate sentence review board

Mental health service providers Mental health service providers shallshall release to the release to the 
persons authorized upon request:persons authorized upon request:
(a) The fact, place, and date of an involuntary (a) The fact, place, and date of an involuntary 
commitment, the fact and date of discharge or release, commitment, the fact and date of discharge or release, 
and the last known address of a person who has been and the last known address of a person who has been 
committed.committed.
(b) Information related to mental health services (b) Information related to mental health services 
concerning a person who:concerning a person who:

(i) Is currently committed to the custody or supervision of the (i) Is currently committed to the custody or supervision of the 
department of corrections or the indeterminate sentence review department of corrections or the indeterminate sentence review 
board;board;
(ii) Has been convicted or found not guilty by reason of insanit(ii) Has been convicted or found not guilty by reason of insanity y 
of a serious violent offense; orof a serious violent offense; or
(iii) Was charged with a serious violent offense and has been (iii) Was charged with a serious violent offense and has been 
committed due to incompetence to stand trial.committed due to incompetence to stand trial.

Information shall not be requested under this Information shall not be requested under this 
section unless the requesting person has section unless the requesting person has 
reasonable suspicion that the individual reasonable suspicion that the individual 

(i) Has engaged in activity indicating that a crime or a (i) Has engaged in activity indicating that a crime or a 
violation of community custody or parole has been violation of community custody or parole has been 
committed or, based upon his or her current or recent committed or, based upon his or her current or recent 
past behavior, is likely to be committed in the near past behavior, is likely to be committed in the near 
future; or future; or 
(ii) Is exhibiting signs of a deterioration in mental (ii) Is exhibiting signs of a deterioration in mental 
functioning which may make the individual functioning which may make the individual 
appropriate for civil commitment.appropriate for civil commitment.
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Disclosure is mandatory for HIPAA purposesDisclosure is mandatory for HIPAA purposes
The request does not require the consent of the The request does not require the consent of the 
subject of the records. subject of the records. 
The request must be in writing (except for The request must be in writing (except for 
emergencyemergency——see below).see below).

May include eMay include e--mail or fax requests as long as the mail or fax requests as long as the 
requesting person is clearly identified. requesting person is clearly identified. 

The request must specify the information being The request must specify the information being 
requested.requested.

In an emergency situation that poses a In an emergency situation that poses a 
significant risk to the public or the offender, the significant risk to the public or the offender, the 
initial request may be written or oral. All oral initial request may be written or oral. All oral 
requests must be subsequently confirmed in requests must be subsequently confirmed in 
writing. writing. 
Information released in response to an oral Information released in response to an oral 
request is limited to a statement as to whether request is limited to a statement as to whether 
the offender is or is not being treated by the the offender is or is not being treated by the 
mental health service provider and the address mental health service provider and the address 
or information about the location or or information about the location or 
whereabouts of the offender. whereabouts of the offender. 

In collaboration with interested organizations, In collaboration with interested organizations, 
DSHS shall develop a standard form for requests DSHS shall develop a standard form for requests 
for information and a standard format for for information and a standard format for 
information provided in response to such information provided in response to such 
requests. requests. 
DSHS shall design the form in such a way that DSHS shall design the form in such a way that 
the information disclosed is limited to the the information disclosed is limited to the 
minimum necessary to serve the purpose for minimum necessary to serve the purpose for 
which the information is requested. which the information is requested. 
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WAC 246WAC 246--978978

New DOH chapter implementing certain New DOH chapter implementing certain 
provisions of the Death with Dignity Actprovisions of the Death with Dignity Act
DOH was given very limited statutory DOH was given very limited statutory 
authorityauthority
Regulations involve data Regulations involve data 
collection/reporting and certain witness collection/reporting and certain witness 
requirements onlyrequirements only
Data collected by DOH is not subject to Data collected by DOH is not subject to 
public records disclosure.public records disclosure.

ReportingReporting
Within thirty calendar days of writing a prescription Within thirty calendar days of writing a prescription 
under the under the DwDADwDA, the attending physician shall send the , the attending physician shall send the 
following completed, signed, and dated documentation following completed, signed, and dated documentation 
by mail to the State Registrar, Center for Health by mail to the State Registrar, Center for Health 
Statistics:Statistics:

Patient's completed written request for medication, either usingPatient's completed written request for medication, either using
DOH 422DOH 422--063, or a substantially similar form;063, or a substantially similar form;
Attending Physician's Compliance form, DOH 422Attending Physician's Compliance form, DOH 422--064;064;
Consulting Physician's Compliance form, DOH 422Consulting Physician's Compliance form, DOH 422--065; 065; 
Psychiatric/Psychological Consultant's Compliance form, DOH Psychiatric/Psychological Consultant's Compliance form, DOH 
422422--066, if applicable.066, if applicable.

Within thirty calendar days of a qualified Within thirty calendar days of a qualified 
patient's ingestion of a lethal dose of medication patient's ingestion of a lethal dose of medication 
obtained under the act, or death from any other obtained under the act, or death from any other 
cause, whichever comes first, the attending cause, whichever comes first, the attending 
physician shall complete the Attending physician shall complete the Attending 
Physician's After Death Reporting form, DOH Physician's After Death Reporting form, DOH 
422422--068.068.
Within thirty calendar days of dispensing Within thirty calendar days of dispensing 
medication, the dispensing health care provider medication, the dispensing health care provider 
shall file a copy of the Pharmacy Dispensing shall file a copy of the Pharmacy Dispensing 
Record form, DOH 422Record form, DOH 422--067, with the State 067, with the State 
Registrar, Center for Health Statistics.Registrar, Center for Health Statistics.
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Qualifications of witness in a longQualifications of witness in a long--
term care facilityterm care facility

If the patient is a patient in a longIf the patient is a patient in a long--term care facility at the time the term care facility at the time the 
written request is made, one of the witnesses required under thewritten request is made, one of the witnesses required under the
Act must be designated by the longAct must be designated by the long--term care facility. term care facility. 
The witness designated by the longThe witness designated by the long--term care facility may be, but is term care facility may be, but is 
not limited to, an ombudsman, chaplain, or social worker. not limited to, an ombudsman, chaplain, or social worker. 
The witness designated by the longThe witness designated by the long--term care facility may not be:term care facility may not be:

A relative of the patient by blood, marriage, or adoption;A relative of the patient by blood, marriage, or adoption;
A person who at the time the request is signed would be entitledA person who at the time the request is signed would be entitled to any to any 
portion of the estate of the patient upon death under any will oportion of the estate of the patient upon death under any will or by r by 
operation of law; oroperation of law; or
An owner, operator, or employee of a longAn owner, operator, or employee of a long--term care facility where the term care facility where the 
patient is receiving medical treatment or is a resident.patient is receiving medical treatment or is a resident.
(Same exclusions apply to one of the two witnesses required gene(Same exclusions apply to one of the two witnesses required generally rally 
under the Act)under the Act)

The Act also prohibits the patientThe Act also prohibits the patient’’s attending physician from being a s attending physician from being a 
witnesswitness

SB 5501SB 5501——Secure exchange of Secure exchange of 
health informationhealth information

Effective 7/26/09Effective 7/26/09
By 8/1/09, the Health Care Authority administrator must designatBy 8/1/09, the Health Care Authority administrator must designate a e a 
lead private sector organization to develop guidelines and standlead private sector organization to develop guidelines and standards ards 
to improve patient access to their own health care information ato improve patient access to their own health care information and nd 
implement methods to exchange clinical data securely. The lead implement methods to exchange clinical data securely. The lead 
organization mustorganization must

be representative of state health care privacy advocates, providbe representative of state health care privacy advocates, providers, and ers, and 
payorspayors. . 
have expertise in areas related to the secure exchange of healthhave expertise in areas related to the secure exchange of health data data 
be able to support the cost of its work without resorting to thebe able to support the cost of its work without resorting to the use of use of 
public funding. public funding. 

““authorized and encouraged to seek federal funds, including fundsauthorized and encouraged to seek federal funds, including funds from the from the 
federal American recovery and reinvestment act, as well as solicfederal American recovery and reinvestment act, as well as solicit, receive, it, receive, 
contract for, collect, and hold grants, donations, and giftscontract for, collect, and hold grants, donations, and gifts””

provide regular updates to the HCA. provide regular updates to the HCA. 
attempt to minimize the implementation costs for participating eattempt to minimize the implementation costs for participating entities. ntities. 

By 12/1/11, the lead organization will develop guidelines identiBy 12/1/11, the lead organization will develop guidelines identifying fying 
high value health data, processes to exchange data, data securithigh value health data, processes to exchange data, data security, y, 
and explanatory information for patients and health care provideand explanatory information for patients and health care providers, rs, 
consistent with HIPAAconsistent with HIPAA
Lead organization and HCA administrator will report to the Lead organization and HCA administrator will report to the 
legislature annually from 12/1/09legislature annually from 12/1/09--12/1/12 regarding progress made, 12/1/12 regarding progress made, 
time necessary for completing tasks, and identification of futurtime necessary for completing tasks, and identification of future e 
tasks that should be prioritized for the next improvement cycle.tasks that should be prioritized for the next improvement cycle.
HCA administrator willHCA administrator will

Within available funds, establish and operate work groupsWithin available funds, establish and operate work groups
Consult with the office of the attorney general to determine wheConsult with the office of the attorney general to determine whether:ther:

An antitrust safe harbor is necessary to enable licensed carrierAn antitrust safe harbor is necessary to enable licensed carriers and s and 
providers to develop common rules and standards; providers to develop common rules and standards; 
Legislation is needed to limit provider liabilityLegislation is needed to limit provider liability
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HB 1123HB 1123------MRSA MRSA 
Prevention/ControlPrevention/Control

In November 2008 the Seattle Times published a In November 2008 the Seattle Times published a 
series of stories on series of stories on methicillinmethicillin resistant resistant 
staphylococcus staphylococcus aureusaureus (MRSA) in Washington (MRSA) in Washington 
hospitals.  hospitals.  
The series heightened the interest of state The series heightened the interest of state 
legislators and two bills addressing MRSA in legislators and two bills addressing MRSA in 
hospitals were introduced. hospitals were introduced. 
Ultimately, Representative Tom CampbellUltimately, Representative Tom Campbell’’s s 
House Bill 1123 passed and was amended to House Bill 1123 passed and was amended to 
include one provision requested by Senator include one provision requested by Senator 
Karen Keiser.Karen Keiser.

Requires hospitals to adopt a Requires hospitals to adopt a 
policy addressing/containing:policy addressing/containing:

A requirement that the hospital test any patient for MRSA who isA requirement that the hospital test any patient for MRSA who is a a 
member of a patient population identified as appropriate to testmember of a patient population identified as appropriate to test
based on the hospitalbased on the hospital’’s risk assessments risk assessment
A requirement to test adult and pediatric ICU patients within 24A requirement to test adult and pediatric ICU patients within 24
hours of admission to the ICU unless the person has already beenhours of admission to the ICU unless the person has already been
tested during that stay or has a known history of MRSAtested during that stay or has a known history of MRSA
Appropriate procedures for preventing a patient who tests positiAppropriate procedures for preventing a patient who tests positive ve 
for MRSA from transmitting MRSA to other patientsfor MRSA from transmitting MRSA to other patients
A process for notifying patients in hospitals where patients witA process for notifying patients in hospitals where patients with h 
MRSA may be roomed with patients who are not MRSA positive or MRSA may be roomed with patients who are not MRSA positive or 
who have unknown MRSA statuswho have unknown MRSA status
A requirement that every patient with a MRSA infection receive oA requirement that every patient with a MRSA infection receive oral ral 
and written instructions about aftercare and precautions againstand written instructions about aftercare and precautions against
spreading the infectionspreading the infection

Any hospital patient testing positive for MRSA must be Any hospital patient testing positive for MRSA must be 
reported using the state CHARS system.  The hospital is reported using the state CHARS system.  The hospital is 
required to use codes used by the Center for Medicare required to use codes used by the Center for Medicare 
and Medicaid Services.and Medicaid Services.
The bill also requires death certificates to note the The bill also requires death certificates to note the 
presence of MRSA if it was a cause or contributing factor presence of MRSA if it was a cause or contributing factor 
in a patientin a patient’’s death.s death.
Requires the already established Washington State Requires the already established Washington State 
Advisory Committee on HospitalAdvisory Committee on Hospital--Acquired Infections to Acquired Infections to 
make a recommendation to the Washington State make a recommendation to the Washington State 
Department of Health as to whether current science Department of Health as to whether current science 
supports presupports pre--surgical screening of patients undergoing surgical screening of patients undergoing 
certain highly invasive procedures such as total hips and certain highly invasive procedures such as total hips and 
knee replacements and open cardiac procedures.knee replacements and open cardiac procedures.
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Representative Campbell stated he was Representative Campbell stated he was 
not satisfied with the outcome on prenot satisfied with the outcome on pre--
surgical screening in HB 1123. In surgical screening in HB 1123. In 
anticipation of the 2010 legislative session anticipation of the 2010 legislative session 
he introduced HB 2375, which requires all he introduced HB 2375, which requires all 
surgical patients to be tested for MRSA at surgical patients to be tested for MRSA at 
least two weeks and no earlier than three least two weeks and no earlier than three 
weeks prior to surgery. weeks prior to surgery. 

..

HB 1869HB 1869——charge estimatescharge estimates
•• Requires hospitals to provide the estimated charges for Requires hospitals to provide the estimated charges for 

hospital services at the request of a patient.hospital services at the request of a patient.
Other health care providers are subject to a similar Other health care providers are subject to a similar 
obligation.obligation.
Hospitals and other health care providers must post a Hospitals and other health care providers must post a 
sign in patient registration areas indicating patients may sign in patient registration areas indicating patients may 
ask about the estimated charges of the hospital or ask about the estimated charges of the hospital or 
health services. health services. 
Hospitals and providers may refer a patient to the Hospitals and providers may refer a patient to the 
patient's insurer for specific information on the insurer's patient's insurer for specific information on the insurer's 
charges and fees, any costcharges and fees, any cost--sharing responsibilities sharing responsibilities 
required of the patient, and the network status of required of the patient, and the network status of 
ancillary providers who may or may not share the same ancillary providers who may or may not share the same 
network status as the provider or facilitynetwork status as the provider or facility

Hospital Licensing RegulationsHospital Licensing Regulations

Revised hospital licensing regulations Revised hospital licensing regulations 
became effective 4/13/09became effective 4/13/09
Modifications to adverse event reporting:Modifications to adverse event reporting:

Fall definition revised to include falls that Fall definition revised to include falls that 
cause serious disability or deathcause serious disability or death
RCA must now include nurse staffing RCA must now include nurse staffing 
informationinformation
DOH no longer accepts faxed event notices or DOH no longer accepts faxed event notices or 
RCA reports, must be mailedRCA reports, must be mailed
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More Recent Regulatory ActionMore Recent Regulatory Action

Ambulatory Surgical Facilities Ambulatory Surgical Facilities 
Now subject to state licensingNow subject to state licensing
Regulated under WAC 246Regulated under WAC 246--330330
Must report adverse event using NQF list Must report adverse event using NQF list 

ARNP rulesARNP rules
Effective 1/12/09Effective 1/12/09
Allow dispenses of schedule 2 Allow dispenses of schedule 2 –– 4 drugs more 4 drugs more 
than 72 hoursthan 72 hours
Increases flexibility in practice areasIncreases flexibility in practice areas

HB 1071HB 1071——ARNPsARNPs & Mental Health& Mental Health

Amends various subsections of RCW 71.05Amends various subsections of RCW 71.05
Effective June 2009Effective June 2009

HB 1071HB 1071

Passed unanimously by House and Senate.Passed unanimously by House and Senate.
Grants specific authority to advanced Grants specific authority to advanced 
registered nurse practitioners, working in registered nurse practitioners, working in 
mental health care, to recommend and mental health care, to recommend and 
provide various forms of treatment, provide various forms of treatment, 
previously only allowed by physicians and previously only allowed by physicians and 
mental health professionals.mental health professionals.
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Miscellaneous Federal RulesMiscellaneous Federal Rules

Conscience Provisions of Federal funding lawsConscience Provisions of Federal funding laws
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 amended HIPAA laws (first since 1996) to 2009 amended HIPAA laws (first since 1996) to 
strengthen privacy protections and require strengthen privacy protections and require 
reporting of improper disclosure of PHIreporting of improper disclosure of PHI
Red Flag Rules (see lunch discussion)Red Flag Rules (see lunch discussion)
Medicare as Secondary Payer Reporting (Section Medicare as Secondary Payer Reporting (Section 
111 Reporting)111 Reporting)

Conscience ProvisionsConscience Provisions

Obama administration likely withdrawing Obama administration likely withdrawing 
Bush administrationBush administration’’s s ““lame ducklame duck””
conscience rulesconscience rules

Federal Register catalogues numerous Federal Federal Register catalogues numerous Federal 
statutory provisions see for example statutory provisions see for example 
http://www.heritage.org/Research/Religion/whttp://www.heritage.org/Research/Religion/w
m2385.cfmm2385.cfm
There are state provisions as wellThere are state provisions as well
Do these statutes require regulation at all??Do these statutes require regulation at all??

Cites for Conscience RegulationsCites for Conscience Regulations

Federal Register: March 10, 2009 (Volume 74, Federal Register: March 10, 2009 (Volume 74, 
Number 45)][Proposed Rules] Number 45)][Proposed Rules] 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN 
SERVICES45 CFR Part 88RIN 0991SERVICES45 CFR Part 88RIN 0991--AB49 AB49 
Rescission of the Regulation Entitled ``Ensuring Rescission of the Regulation Entitled ``Ensuring 
That Department of Health and Human Services That Department of Health and Human Services 
Funds Do Not Support Coercive or Funds Do Not Support Coercive or 
Discriminatory Policies or Practices in Violation of Discriminatory Policies or Practices in Violation of 
Federal Law''Federal Law''
Comment period closed April 9Comment period closed April 9
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Breach Notification laws change Breach Notification laws change 
with changes in HIPAA lawwith changes in HIPAA law

““Health Information Technology for Health Information Technology for 
Economic and Clinical Health ActEconomic and Clinical Health Act””

Notification, logging, and mitigation Notification, logging, and mitigation 
requirements for any impermissible use or requirements for any impermissible use or 
disclosure of health care information and disclosure of health care information and 
extended reach of regulators to Business extended reach of regulators to Business 
AssociatesAssociates

NotificationNotification

If disclosure of unsecured protected If disclosure of unsecured protected 
health informationhealth information
Must notify the individual (written; first Must notify the individual (written; first 
class mail)class mail)
Must notify the media (if more than 500 Must notify the media (if more than 500 
people)people)
Must notify HHS (annually, unless more Must notify HHS (annually, unless more 
than 500, in which case immediately)than 500, in which case immediately)
Business Associates must notify the entityBusiness Associates must notify the entity

Notification (cont)Notification (cont)

Within 60 days after discoveryWithin 60 days after discovery
Describe the breach, types of information Describe the breach, types of information 
involved, steps individuals should take, involved, steps individuals should take, 
describe mitigation steps, and changes describe mitigation steps, and changes 
made to prevent future breaches, and made to prevent future breaches, and 
must provide a contact personmust provide a contact person
Will apply to breaches discovered on or Will apply to breaches discovered on or 
after 9/16/2009 (presumably) after 9/16/2009 (presumably) 
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PenaltiesPenalties

SelfSelf--report and be report and be finedfined
Federal and state Federal and state 
State AGs also explicitly authorized to actState AGs also explicitly authorized to act
FTC still involvedFTC still involved

Red Flag rulesRed Flag rules
Personal Health Records rulesPersonal Health Records rules

Medicare as Secondary PayerMedicare as Secondary Payer
Section 111 ReportingSection 111 Reporting

Medicare has long required that any other Medicare has long required that any other 
insurance that has an obligation to pay a insurance that has an obligation to pay a 
beneficiarybeneficiary’’s medical bills be the primary s medical bills be the primary 
payer or, if not, the primary payer must payer or, if not, the primary payer must 
reimburse Medicare for the bills Medicare reimburse Medicare for the bills Medicare 
has paid.  has paid.  
Apparently, Medicare believes this system Apparently, Medicare believes this system 
is not maximizing its recovery potential.is not maximizing its recovery potential.

MEDICAREMEDICARE’’S RIGHT TO S RIGHT TO 
REIMBURSEMENT REIMBURSEMENT 

CMS expects liability insurers and selfCMS expects liability insurers and self--insured insured 
entities to pay first for bills arising out of a entities to pay first for bills arising out of a 
claim. If CMS does pay, they will demand (and claim. If CMS does pay, they will demand (and 
receive) reimbursementreceive) reimbursement
A claimant who receives payment for a claim A claimant who receives payment for a claim 
from an insurer must reimburse CMS within 60 from an insurer must reimburse CMS within 60 
days for all medical bills arising from the claim  days for all medical bills arising from the claim  
If the claimant fails to reimburse CMS, it can If the claimant fails to reimburse CMS, it can 
recover the money from the allegedly negligent recover the money from the allegedly negligent 
party even if that means the party pays twice for party even if that means the party pays twice for 
the claimantthe claimant’’s medical billss medical bills
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PAYMENTS FROM SOURCES OTHER PAYMENTS FROM SOURCES OTHER 
THAN INSURANCETHAN INSURANCE

If an institution or person decides to pay a If an institution or person decides to pay a 
liability claim with his/her own funds liability claim with his/her own funds 
rather than submit the claim to its liability rather than submit the claim to its liability 
insurer, CMS still claims the right to insurer, CMS still claims the right to 
recover what it paid because the payment recover what it paid because the payment 
is deemed by CMS to be a liability is deemed by CMS to be a liability 
insurance paymentinsurance payment

Ways CMS Identifies Primary Ways CMS Identifies Primary 
PayersPayers

Providers are to attempt to identify other payers Providers are to attempt to identify other payers 
and alert CMS and alert CMS –– e.g. if the patient has a trauma e.g. if the patient has a trauma 
as an admitting diagnosisas an admitting diagnosis–– and bill conditionally and bill conditionally 
Patients have a duty to advise CMS when theyPatients have a duty to advise CMS when they’’re re 
making a claim against some other insurance making a claim against some other insurance 
company (and so do their attorneys)company (and so do their attorneys)
““Other insuranceOther insurance”” has a duty to report when has a duty to report when 
theythey’’re considering a Medicare beneficiaryre considering a Medicare beneficiary’’s s 
claim claim 

NEW REPORTING REQUIREMENTSNEW REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
MEDICARE AS SECONDARY PAYORMEDICARE AS SECONDARY PAYOR

Section 111 creates a requirement that all Section 111 creates a requirement that all 
insurers and selfinsurers and self--insured entities promptly insured entities promptly 
report all report all ““acceptedaccepted”” claims involving claims involving 
Medicare beneficiaries.  An Medicare beneficiaries.  An ““acceptedaccepted””
claim is one for which you have made any claim is one for which you have made any 
payment regardless of whether there is a payment regardless of whether there is a 
determination of faultdetermination of fault
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REPORTING BASICSREPORTING BASICS

All liability insurers, including selfAll liability insurers, including self--insured insured 
entities must report.  Whoever pays the claimant entities must report.  Whoever pays the claimant 
has the duty to reporthas the duty to report
Failure to report using the mandated mechanism Failure to report using the mandated mechanism 
will result in fineswill result in fines
In order to report, the entity must register as a In order to report, the entity must register as a 
Responsible Reporting Entities (RRE)Responsible Reporting Entities (RRE)
Excess and reExcess and re--insurers must register and report insurers must register and report 
if they make payments directly to claimantsif they make payments directly to claimants

PROCESSPROCESS

Registration of all entities that will reportRegistration of all entities that will report
Testing the connection to confirm proper Testing the connection to confirm proper 
data transferdata transfer
Querying to determine whether claimants Querying to determine whether claimants 
are Medicare beneficiariesare Medicare beneficiaries
Actual Reporting of accepted claimsActual Reporting of accepted claims
One submission each quarterOne submission each quarter

TIMELINETIMELINE

All All RREsRREs must register by September 30, 2009must register by September 30, 2009
Query function available July 1, 2009 for those Query function available July 1, 2009 for those 
who have registeredwho have registered
Report all payments made after July 1, 2009 Report all payments made after July 1, 2009 ––
regardless of the date of the injury (payment regardless of the date of the injury (payment 
date is signature date/court approval date)date is signature date/court approval date)
Actual reporting begins April 1, 2010, but must Actual reporting begins April 1, 2010, but must 
report back to July 1, 2009report back to July 1, 2009
For all dates of loss after December 5, 1980For all dates of loss after December 5, 1980
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REGISTRATION & REPORTINGREGISTRATION & REPORTING

Entities who will report must register on the COB Entities who will report must register on the COB 
website; an Authorized Representative binds the website; an Authorized Representative binds the 
RRE and is ultimately responsible for RRE and is ultimately responsible for 
compliance.  compliance.  
After receiving confirmation of registration the After receiving confirmation of registration the 
Authorized Representative designates an Authorized Representative designates an 
Account Manager who manages the actual Account Manager who manages the actual 
reporting reporting 
The Account Manager can designate Account The Account Manager can designate Account 
Designees to assist with the reporting processDesignees to assist with the reporting process

ALL MEDICARE BENEFICIARIESALL MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES

The RRE must determine whether the claimant The RRE must determine whether the claimant 
is a Medicare beneficiary and must report for:is a Medicare beneficiary and must report for:
Any Medicare beneficiary including Medicare Any Medicare beneficiary including Medicare 
Parts A, B, C & D Parts A, B, C & D ---- persons who are 65 or older, persons who are 65 or older, 
have Endhave End--Stage Renal disease or certain other Stage Renal disease or certain other 
disabilitiesdisabilities
Who claims injury or risk of future injuryWho claims injury or risk of future injury
And receives a payment from a potentially atAnd receives a payment from a potentially at--
fault entityfault entity

ANY AND ALL PAYMENTS ANY AND ALL PAYMENTS 
(or anything that looks like a payment (or anything that looks like a payment 

from the CMS perspective)from the CMS perspective)
Whether from operations budget, selfWhether from operations budget, self--
insured retention or insurance funds; insured retention or insurance funds; 
In any form (including forgiveness of coIn any form (including forgiveness of co--
pays, and payment of out of pocket pays, and payment of out of pocket 
expenses)expenses)
Any amount no matter how small (CMS is Any amount no matter how small (CMS is 
considering threshold amounts)considering threshold amounts)
Even if the payment doesnEven if the payment doesn’’t resolve the t resolve the 
claim claim 
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EXCEPTIONSEXCEPTIONS

Payment for loss or damage to propertyPayment for loss or damage to property
One time defense evaluation paymentOne time defense evaluation payment
Threshold payments for liability cases (except no Threshold payments for liability cases (except no 
fault) and workersfault) and workers’’ compensation total payment compensation total payment 
obligations to claimant (TPOC) as follows :obligations to claimant (TPOC) as follows :

between 7/1/09 between 7/1/09 –– 12/31/10 TPOC $0 12/31/10 TPOC $0 -- $5000$5000
between 1/1/11 between 1/1/11 –– 12/31/11 TPOC $0 12/31/11 TPOC $0 -- $2000$2000
between 1/1/12 between 1/1/12 –– 12/31/12 TPOC $0 12/31/12 TPOC $0 -- $600$600

These are SUBJECT TO CHANGEThese are SUBJECT TO CHANGE

TESTINGTESTING
To pass the testing process an RRE must:To pass the testing process an RRE must:

Post 25 new claims with add records in one file Post 25 new claims with add records in one file 
submissionsubmission
Complete five updates to previously posted records in Complete five updates to previously posted records in 
one file submissionone file submission
Complete five deletes to previously posted records in Complete five deletes to previously posted records in 
one file submissionone file submission

RRE accounts in RRE accounts in ““testingtesting”” status more than 30 status more than 30 
days will be emailed notice that the account may days will be emailed notice that the account may 
be at risk of failing Section 111 reporting be at risk of failing Section 111 reporting 
compliancecompliance

QUERIESQUERIES

Data file elements needed to query:Data file elements needed to query:
SSN or HCINSSN or HCIN
First six letters of last nameFirst six letters of last name
First initialFirst initial
Date of birthDate of birth
GenderGender

Query response returned is Query response returned is ““YesYes”” or or ““NoNo”” within within 
14 days of submission with correct HCIN14 days of submission with correct HCIN
Queries can be made once a monthQueries can be made once a month
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OTHER ISSUESOTHER ISSUES

Only one file per RRE may be submitted Only one file per RRE may be submitted 
quarterly quarterly 
Penalties for nonPenalties for non--compliance are $1,000 compliance are $1,000 
per day, per claimantper day, per claimant
Reports must be filed during the next Reports must be filed during the next 
quarter reporting period unless payment quarter reporting period unless payment 
was within 45 days of the 7 day reporting was within 45 days of the 7 day reporting 
window, then it can be reported next window, then it can be reported next 
quarterquarter

RISK MANAGEMENT IMPACTRISK MANAGEMENT IMPACT

Increased administrative tasks to report claims Increased administrative tasks to report claims 
internally and to the COB website.internally and to the COB website.
Adaptation of claims data collection to ensure all Adaptation of claims data collection to ensure all 
data required by CMS are recorded in system. data required by CMS are recorded in system. 
Make claimants aware of ramifications of Make claimants aware of ramifications of 
payments including those who will soon become payments including those who will soon become 
eligible for Medicare benefits particularly if they eligible for Medicare benefits particularly if they 
may be claiming future medical costsmay be claiming future medical costs

OTHER RESOURCESOTHER RESOURCES

For more information:For more information:
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MandatoryInsRep/http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MandatoryInsRep/

User Guide:User Guide:
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MandatoryInshttp://www.cms.hhs.gov/MandatoryIns

Rep/Downloads/NGHPUserGuide031609.pRep/Downloads/NGHPUserGuide031609.p
dfdf
For registration:For registration:

www.Section111.cms.hhs.govwww.Section111.cms.hhs.gov
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PeaceHealth’s Functional Structure

• Risk Financing - Corporate Function
• Claim Management (Internal Collaboration)

> Litigation Management - Corporate
> Claim Management - Corporate/Regional

• Risk Control/Patient Safety (Internal Consultation)
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Strategy #1

Frequent Leadership Exposure

• Provide meaningful data 
> Frequency/severity trends, Claim Causation reports, SE stats 
> Industry trends

• Share stories
> Monthly shared with executive leadership
> RM bulletins

• Have regular meetings with quality leadership or 
Patient Safety Officers
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Strategy #2

Align with Patient Safety Strategies

• Help make the business case for patient safety and quality 
initiatives

> Provide claim cost data
> Vocal advocate

• Promote prudent transparency
> Articulate and develop policies re: balance between 
transparency and discovery

• Share learning from adverse events
>Participate in RCA action plans and follow-up

© 2008 PeaceHealth 

Align with Patient Safety Strategies

• NQF- Safe Practices for Better Healthcare (2009)

> Identification and Mitigation of risks and hazards
> Informed consent
> Disclosure
> Patient Care Information (documentation)
> Care of the Caregiver
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Strategy # 3

Adopt Enterprise Risk Management

• Promotes Risk Management as a strategic partner in 
achieving corporate goals and objectives

• Increase expertise by using the methodology to explore one 
exposure, e.g., privacy and network security

• Must use ERM to inform operational/strategic planning
• Collaborate with compliance
• S&P not ready to regulate for a couple of years but ERM 

takes several years to implement

© 2008 PeaceHealth 

Danger zones

• Primarily providing claims management
• Primarily providing risk financing
• Separation of the three risk management functions 
• Discouraging transparency 
• Just saying “no”
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““Adventurous people enjoy Adventurous people enjoy 
shipwrecks, mutinies, earthquakes, shipwrecks, mutinies, earthquakes, 
conflagrations, and all kinds of conflagrations, and all kinds of 
unpleasant experiences.  They say unpleasant experiences.  They say 
to themselves, for example to themselves, for example ‘‘So this So this 
is what an earthquake is like,is what an earthquake is like,’’ and and 
it gives them pleasure to have it gives them pleasure to have 
their knowledge of the world their knowledge of the world 
increased by this new item.increased by this new item.””

----Bertrand RussellBertrand Russell

““Good people keep walking whatever Good people keep walking whatever 
happens.  They do not speak vain happens.  They do not speak vain 
words and are the same in good words and are the same in good 
fortune and bad.fortune and bad.””

----The Teachings of BuddhaThe Teachings of Buddha

MultiCare Health System ProfileMultiCare Health System Profile

25 miles south of Seattle, Washington25 miles south of Seattle, Washington
501(c)(3) (nonprofit, charity)501(c)(3) (nonprofit, charity)
$1.25B annual net patient revenue$1.25B annual net patient revenue
4 hospitals (818 licensed beds), 345 4 hospitals (818 licensed beds), 345 
employed physicians, 8,800 employees, all employed physicians, 8,800 employees, all 
services except psych., and all locations services except psych., and all locations 
within 25 miles.within 25 miles.
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2008 MultiCare Economics2008 MultiCare Economics

Operating profit:  $110M, or 8.6% of net Operating profit:  $110M, or 8.6% of net 
patient revenuepatient revenue
Change in net assets:  $963M on Change in net assets:  $963M on 
12/31/07; $650M on 12/31/08 ($313M 12/31/07; $650M on 12/31/08 ($313M 
loss in 2008)loss in 2008)

Financial Markets:  An Unending Financial Markets:  An Unending 
NightmareNightmare

----Equity Market CollapsesEquity Market Collapses
----2008 Credit Crisis Reached Epic Proportions2008 Credit Crisis Reached Epic Proportions

Health systems are dependent on credit. Health systems are dependent on credit. 
No market liquidity and flight to quality; No market liquidity and flight to quality; 
collapse of bond market.collapse of bond market.
BorrowerBorrower’’s credit rating is what now matters.s credit rating is what now matters.

Health systems must use cash to fund capital Health systems must use cash to fund capital 
spending or suspend capital spending.spending or suspend capital spending.
Credit conclusions:Credit conclusions:
----Fundamental change in the rules that govern healthFundamental change in the rules that govern health
care finance.care finance.

----Credit will be hard to access, and cost more. Credit will be hard to access, and cost more. 
----Health systems must take immediate steps to Health systems must take immediate steps to 
maintain credit worthiness and financial viability.maintain credit worthiness and financial viability.

----The crisis will have long lasting effects.The crisis will have long lasting effects.
State FundingState Funding:  Washington has a $9B budget deficit.  :  Washington has a $9B budget deficit.  
Federal cuts pending.Federal cuts pending.
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Other Environmental FactorsOther Environmental Factors

RAC audits (Medicare Recovery Audit RAC audits (Medicare Recovery Audit 
Contractors)Contractors)
Attack on charitable tax exemption, new IRS Attack on charitable tax exemption, new IRS 
990, etc.990, etc.
Increasing unemployment, charity, bad debt, ED Increasing unemployment, charity, bad debt, ED 
utilization.utilization.
Decreasing elective procedures, lack of typical Decreasing elective procedures, lack of typical 
disease cycle.disease cycle.
Decreasing philanthropy.Decreasing philanthropy.
Average patient has higher risk of death.Average patient has higher risk of death.

Response of Western Washington Response of Western Washington 
Health SystemsHealth Systems

Layoffs. Layoffs. 
Capital reduction.Capital reduction.
Expense control.Expense control.
Taking competitionTaking competition’’s revenue.s revenue.
Reduction in variable compensation.Reduction in variable compensation.

QueryQuery::
You Should Consider Comparing 2007, 2008, 2009You Should Consider Comparing 2007, 2008, 2009

Safety/quality resources (including people) and Safety/quality resources (including people) and 
system safety/quality goals for 2009 (decreasing?)system safety/quality goals for 2009 (decreasing?)
Clinical staffing ratios (decreasing?)Clinical staffing ratios (decreasing?)
Technology investment (decreasing?)Technology investment (decreasing?)
Capital spend (under 10%?)Capital spend (under 10%?)
Key financial metricsKey financial metrics

Days cash on hand (under 100?)Days cash on hand (under 100?)
Net days revenue in AR (over 51?)Net days revenue in AR (over 51?)
Operating margin (under 4%?)Operating margin (under 4%?)
Profit margin (declining?)Profit margin (declining?)
Net assets (declining?)Net assets (declining?)
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Quality PlansQuality Plans

At MultiCare, same safety/quality At MultiCare, same safety/quality 
metricsmetrics——but tougher thresholds for 2009; but tougher thresholds for 2009; 
and tied to compensation.and tied to compensation.
Risk adjusted mortality 1.61% in 2008, Risk adjusted mortality 1.61% in 2008, 
““Lives SavedLives Saved”” 173 in 2008 (compared to 173 in 2008 (compared to 
2006)2006)
Preventable Harm Preventable Harm 
Hand HygieneHand Hygiene

Falls with InjuriesFalls with Injuries
Pressure Ulcer RatePressure Ulcer Rate
High Risk Medication Drug Reaction High Risk Medication Drug Reaction 
Central Line/Surgical Site InfectionsCentral Line/Surgical Site Infections
ED Admissions LOS ED Admissions LOS >>6 hours6 hours
Mean Index of CMS measuresMean Index of CMS measures
CHF Readmission rateCHF Readmission rate
Pediatric Asthma Readmission RatePediatric Asthma Readmission Rate

Initiatives at MHSInitiatives at MHS

Quality costs less!Quality costs less!
Better customer service.Better customer service.
Romance the referral sources.Romance the referral sources.
CC--suite very receptive to improvements.suite very receptive to improvements.
Now more than ever, patient safety.Now more than ever, patient safety.
Come out of economic downturn strong, ready to speed Come out of economic downturn strong, ready to speed 
past competitors;past competitors;
Continue to invest in people and innovation.Continue to invest in people and innovation.
MultiCare hired former CEO of Kaiser to help us reinvent MultiCare hired former CEO of Kaiser to help us reinvent 
our delivery system, e.g., medical homes.our delivery system, e.g., medical homes.
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AdviceAdvice

Press on, chin up!Press on, chin up!
..
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RISK MANAGEMENT IN TOUGH 
ECONOMIC TIMES

David Stallings, MHA, CPHQ, DFASHRM
WHCRMS Annual Conference 
May 29, 2009

The Stark Reality

• Financial market losses/instability

• State budget cuts ----> Federal $ loss

• Philanthropy threatened

• Operating revenue decreases

Children’s Mission: Treat all children 
regardless of their ability to pay

Increasing challenge to maintain our 101 year old 
promise

• Five years ago: ~ $40 Million
• FY 2008: $80 Million 
• FY 2009: $100 Million (estimated) 

Financial factors threaten the ability to handle the 
increase or maintain access for patients
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Children’s Response

• Reliance on CPI/Lean Processing

• 5% cut across the board 

• No layoffs – retain staff for long term growth

• Redeployment where necessary

Where Are We Now?

• We have reduced our –

– FY 2009 operating budget by $23 M

– FY 2009 capital budget by 37%

– 3-year capital budget by 53%

Risk Management Response

• Challenge to cut budget 5%

• Previously focused on efficiencies, so budget 
already lean – while also absorbing great 
increases in volume and new initiatives
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Not Just When the Going Gets Tough

• Cost Center Vs. Revenue Center

• Showing value added benefits is essential –
make them visible to multiple audiences.

Collaboration

• Patient Safety

• Finance

• Facility Planning

• Transportation

Collaboration (continued)

• Research

• General Operations

• Contract Management 
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Bring Something to the Table

• Don’t remain stagnant – in actions or education

• Utilize available external resources  

• Focus on transparency – short term (internal)   
and long term (external)

Be A Problem Solver Not A Barrier

• Healthcare is risky – embrace it and look for the 
opportunity

• Avoid being the wet blanket – don’t just say “no”

• Utilize the “Completion Backwards Principle”

• Can you be a “one stop shop?”
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Risks Associated With EMR

Presentation to Washington Health Care Risk 
Management Society

Friday May 29, 2009

Laird A. Pisto
Associate General Counsel

MultiCare Health System

2

EMR Risk Analysis

Low High

High

Impact

P
ro

ba
bi

lit
y

31

2

3

Goals Mirror Risks
Patient Safety

Access

Accuracy

Efficiency

Financial Performance

100% Adoption

Do no harm

Know the patient’s story

Effective communication 
among caregivers

Eliminate steps that do 
not add value

Reduce length of stay

Innovate to deliver the 
Ideal Patient Experience
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EMR & Change Management

5

Newton’s First Law of Motion: 
Things tend to keep doing what they’re doing.

Newton’s Second Law of Motion:
Acceleration is proportional to force.

Newton’s Third Law of Motion:
For every action, there is an equal and 

opposite reaction.

EMR & Sir Isaac Newton:

6

EMR:  Data Sources For 
Discovery
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Where Is The EMR?  
Clinical Systems Business Systems

ANCILLARY SYSTEMS

Misys
Lab

Epic
Rx

Pyxis
Medication
Distribution

HBS
Outpatient
Rx- Retail

POS

ImageCast
Radiology

Pyxis
OR Surgical 

Supply Station

Epic/ Varian

Oncology

Hospira
Smart Pumps

Siemens
Cardiology

CoPath
Pathology

Epic
Home Health/

Hospice

Stryker
Surgery Center

Systems

Provation
GI Lab

Documentation
System

GE
NICU Fetal
Monitoring

Hologic
Digital

Mammography

Computrition
Nutrition
Services

ORSOS
Surgery 

Scheduling

ANCILLARY SYSTEMS

Meditech
Lab

Meditech
Rx

Meditech
OR

GE
Cardiology

GE
Labor &
Delivery

MedSelect
Medication 
Distribution

NDC
Outpatient Rx-

Retail POS

VST
Nutrition
Services

SurgiServ
Surgery Center

Systems

PTcT
Home Health/

Hospice

CoPath
Pathology

FINANCIAL SYSTEMS

REVENUE CYCLE SYSTEMS

Lawson
Accounts 
Payable

Lawson
General 
Ledger

McKesson
Budgeting/ 
Financial 
Planning

Ascent
Contract

Management

McKesson
Decision 
Support

ePremis
Claims

Processing

Lawson
Payroll

Lawson
Human

Resources

Workbrain
Time &

Attendance

Lawson
Recruitment
Management

TractManager
Contracts 

Management

Third Millenium
Claims 

Digital Archive

Epic
Patient
Billing

nCoder
Coding

HDX
Insurance
Eligibility

Epic
Bed 

Management

Epic
Patient Access/

Registration

Epic
Enterprise

Patient
Scheduling

Epic
Patient

Tracking

Epic
Clinic Practice
Management

Epic
HIM

Ansos
Scheduling-

Clinical

Various
Scheduling-
Non-Clinical

FINANCIAL SYSTEMS

REVENUE CYCLE SYSTEMS

Meditech
Accounts
Payable

Meditech
General
Ledger

TractManager
Contracts

Management

Ascent
Contract

Management

Budget Advisor/ 
Financial

Budgeting/
Financial Planning

Power Manager
Decision 
Support

ePremis
Claims

Processing

E-Cabinet
Claims 

Digital Archive

Infinium
Payroll

Infinium
HR

Kronos
Time &

Attendance

E-Labor
Recruitment
Management

Meditech
Patient
Billing

Provider 
Advantage
Insurance
Eligibility

3M
Coding

Meditech
Patient Access/

Registration

Meditech
Enterprise

Patient
Scheduling

Misys
Clinical Practice

Management

Meditech
Bed 

Management

Meditech
HIM

Ansos
Scheduling-

Clinical

Kronos
Scheduling-
Non-Clinical

Health System Health System SubsidiarySubsidiary

Lawson
Materials

Management

Meditech
Materials

Management

Meditech
Reporting

HBI/HPM
Management 

Reporting

CORE CLINICAL SYSTEMS

Midas
Care Manager/ 

UR

Nuance
Radiology 
Dictation/

Transcription

MedQuist
Dictation

MedQuist
Transcription-

CMT

Phillips
Critical Care-

Clinical
Documentation

Nightingale
Consulting 

Nurse 
Scheduling

QuadraMed-
WinPFS
Nurse 

Scheduling

QuadraMed-
WinPFS
Patient 
Acuity

Epic
Orders/ 
Results

Epic
eMAR

CORE CLINICAL SYSTEMS

Meditech
Care Manager/

UR

Crescendo
Dictation

Crescendo
Transcription-

CMT

Meditech
E-Signature

Meditech
Orders/
Results

Epic
Clinical Data
Repository

Meditech
Clinical Data
Repository

Hospira
Smart Pumps MISCELLANEOUS SYSTEMS MISCELLANEOUS SYSTEMS

8

Many Become One?  Or Not?

Siemens
Cardiology

QuadraMed-
WinPFS
Patient 
Acuity

Lawson
Payroll

Business Systems

FINANCIAL SYSTEMS

REVENUE CYCLE SYSTEMS

Lawson
Accounts 
Payable

Lawson
General 
Ledger

Kaufman Hall
Budgeting/ 
Financial 
Planning

Decision 
Support

ePremis
Claims

Processing

Lawson
Human

Resources

Workbrain
Time &

Attendance

Peopleclick
(Recruitment)

TractManager
Contracts 

Management

Third Millenium
Claims 

Digital Archive

Epic
Patient
Billing

3M
Coding

HDX
Insurance
Eligibility

Epic
Bed 

Management

Epic
Patient Access/

Registration

Epic
Enterprise

Patient
Scheduling

Epic
Patient

Tracking

Epic
Clinic Practice
Management

Epic
HIM

MISCELLANEOUS SYSTEMS

Ansos
Scheduling-

Clinical

Various
Scheduling-
Non-Clinical

FINANCIAL SYSTEMS

REVENUE CYCLE SYSTEMS

TractManager
Contracts

Management

Ascent
Contract

Management

Kaufman Hall 
Budgeting/
Financial 
Planning

ePremis
Claims

Processing

Kronos
Time &

Attendance

Peopleclick
(Recruitment)

3M
Coding

Epic
Clinical Practice

Management

Epic
Bed 

Management

MISCELLANEOUS SYSTEMS

Ansos
Scheduling-

Clinical

Kronos
Scheduling-
Non-Clinical

Health System Subsidiary

Lawson
General 
Ledger

Lawson
Accounts 
Payable

Lawson
Payroll

Lawson
Human

Resources

Epic
Enterprise

Patient
Scheduling

Epic
Patient Access/

Registration

Epic
Patient
Billing

Epic
HIM

Lawson
Materials

Management

Management 
Reporting

Lawson
Materials

Management

Management 
Reporting

HDX
Insurance
Eligibility

Third Millenium
Claims 

Digital Archive

ImageCast
Radiology

Clinical Systems

CORE CLINICAL SYSTEMS

ANCILLARY SYSTEMS

Epic
Rx

Pyxis
Medication
Distribution

HBS
Outpatient
Rx- Retail

POS

Pyxis
OR Surgical 

Supply Station

Epic/ Varian

Oncology

Hospira
Smart Pumps

CoPath
Pathology

Epic
Home Health/

Hospice

Stryker
Surgery Center

Systems

Provation
GI Lab

Documentation
System

GE QS
Labor & 
Delivery

Hologic
Digital

Mammography

Computrition
Nutrition
Services

Midas
Care Manager/ 

UR

Powerscribe

eScription
Transcription

Epic 
ED

WinPFS

Epic
Orders/ 
Results

Epic
eMAR

CORE CLINICAL SYSTEMS

ANCILLARY SYSTEMS

Epic
OR

McKesson
CVIS

MedSelect
Medication 
Distribution

NDC
Outpatient Rx-

Retail POS

VST
Nutrition
Services

SurgiServ
Surgery Center

Systems

Midas
Care Manager/

UR

Epic
ED

CoPath
Pathology

Health System Subsidiary

Epic
Rx

Epic
eMAR

Epic
Orders/ 
Results

Epic
Clinical Data
Repository

Epic
Clinical Data
Repository

Epic
Clinical 

Documentation

Epic
Clinical 

Documentation

Epic
E-Signature

Epic
E-Signature

Hospira
Smart Pumps

Sunquest
Lab

Sunquest
Lab

Radiant
Radiology

Epic
Home Health/

Hospice

Epic
OR

Lawson
Payroll

Ascent
Contract

Management

Powerscribe

Decision 
Support

eScription
Transcription

WinPFS

Radiant
Radiology

GE QS
Labor & 
Delivery

Emegeon
CVIS

Kodak PACSMcKesson
PACS

Epic
Patient

Tracking

Metadata: Friend or Foe?

Provide A Description 
By

Category

Location
Of All Relevant:

Electronically 
Stored 
Information
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Intentional Design:  The Missing 
Ingredient?

Technologists

GIGO 

Replication Or Innovation?

Risk Managers On Design Team?

10

Results of Lack of Intentional Design?

Version Control – or Not?

Portability – or Not?

Transparency – or Not?

Access Controls – or Not?

Audit Trails – or Not?

Archiving – or Not?

Print Management – or Not?
11

12

Is Risk Embedded in Project Oversight?
G

overnance
D

irection
D

elivery
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Message for Risk Managers:

13

14

Living with an EMR:
Training -- never ends

Implementation -- never ends: 
“Build, Implement, Optimize, Repeat”

Some things are hard! 

Users should never worry about hardware, 
system stability or access to downtime data

CQI at its best:  It’s really all about workflow and 
efficiency and “Process Improvement”

Commiseration Contact #:

Laird A. Pisto

MultiCare Health System

PO Box 5299

315 Martin Luther King Jr. Way

Tacoma, WA 98415-0299

253-403-1186

Laird.Pisto@multicare.org
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Electronic Medical Records  Electronic Medical Records  
Risks and Benefits In LitigationRisks and Benefits In Litigation

John RosendahlJohn Rosendahl

2

The Risks of an EMR for Litigation

Increases risk of incomplete records

Increases risk of overly complete records

Increases the complexity of litigation

Increases the costs of litigation

3

Incomplete records will put your 
defense in the ICU

Medical records form the foundation of any medical 
malpractice case
• Garbage in, garbage out

Failure to turn over all the medical records or other documents 
(e.g. xrays) can result in very adverse consequences
• Fines ($606,000) Roberson v. Perez
• Directed verdict or adverse jury instructions on key issues

Lawyers have an independent obligation to determine that 
discovery responses are accurate and complete
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Sources of Incomplete records
More than one source of standard medical records 
• Paper records and EMR
• More than one EMR
• Archived paper records preceding the EMR
• Transition issues – from one EMR to another

More than one way to produce the EMR
• Multiple print formats

“Complete” is not user friendly
• Native v. paper formats

Outmoded versions of the EMR

5

The Unseen Aspects of an EMR

What did you know, when did you know it, what were you thinking 
and who did you share it with?

Drop down menus

Interactive EMR
• Drug interaction warnings
• Choices change with the diagnosis, medical history

Audit trails – show when the note was made

Audit trails – show who and when the record was reviewed by any 
health care provider

6

Presenting the EMR – Paper v. Native

CLIENT
• Providers -- accustomed to computer, not paper
• Consider having EMR on computer available at meetings and depositions

EXPERTS
• Problems with poor print formats
• Lack of stand alone copies of EMR

JURY
• Paper is abysmal
• No stand alones
• Technology limitations to Internet Access to EMR in the court room
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Potential Benefits of EMR in Litigation

High tech – meets jury expectations

Record is created instantly and footprint eliminates 
issues about WKWW

Can read it

Contains far more detail than paper records

Can help show changes in standard of care

8

Temporary Electronic Records

Drop downs and interactive features of main EMR

Omnicell/Pyxis records

IV pump chips

Vital sign monitor chips

Paging records

9
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11

Paging Records

12

Where Was Dave?
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E-Mail

How many use it?

Is it part of the EMR?

What do you do with it?

What will you do with it?

14

Litigation Or Situations At High Risk 
For Litigation

Analyze the situation

What is needed to have COMPLETE records

What records or information might be helpful to 
your attorney

Make sure all that information either gets in the 
chart or to the correct person

15

Attorneys Must

Become familiar with all sources of records

Learn how the EMR worked at the time of care

Insist upon proper print formats for paper versions 
of EMR

Try to get EMR in native format
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Electronic Medical Records
“The Good”

Friday, May 29, 2009
Maggie Lohnes, RN, 

Administrator, Clinical Information Management
MultiCare Health System

2

Topics

MultiCare Health System Overview
Improvements to Care Quality
Improvements to Bottom Line
Regulatory compliance
Funding Incentives

3

MultiCare Health System Overview

Four Hospital System:  Tacoma General, Mary Bridge Childrens, 
Allenmore and Good Samaritan Hospitals

Only Pediatric Hospital in Southwest Washington
Level II Pediatric & Adult Trauma Centers

Ambulatory Surgery Centers
Employed Physicians 
Community Physicians
Multi-Specialty Clinics
Urgent Care Centers
Home Health/Hospice
Occupational Health
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Our EPIC Journey

1998 
Epic ambulatory 
implementation

2001
First ASP clients—

pediatric sites

2002
Enterprise Master 

Patient Index

2004
Remote read-only 

access for community 
providers

2004
Clinical Data Repository links 

inpatient and clinic 
information

2005
ASP available to 
any community 

provider

2007
MultiCare Connect 

inpatient EHR

2008
MultiCare Connect 

Advanced ClinDoc & CPOE

2004
Home Health, 

My Chart

MultiCare Connect has truly changed 
the culture of our organization

“This is not just an implementation, this is a change 
in movement of our entire organization.”

—Robert Roth, MD
Chief Pathologist

MultiCare Health System Board of Directors

6

Improvements to Patient Care

One patient, one record
Complete record online
Secure remote access to clinicians
Alerts and reminders
Minimize repeat tests
Identify impending medical errors
Timely release of information
Patient portals
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Improvements to Bottom Line

Timely coding – availability of chart
Expedited response to requests for information
Reduced cost of paper forms and management
Reduction in transcription costs
Medical error liability reduction

8

Regulatory Compliance

Submission to disease surveillance bodies
Adherence to medication prescription 
regulations
Joint Commission standards for timely chart 
completion and clinician communication

9

Financial Incentives

Physician Quality Reporting Initiative (PQRI)
Clinical Measures and Codes -

Medicare Improvements for Patients and 
Providers (MIPPA)

ePrescribing
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
(ARRA) 

Health Information Technology for Economic and 
Clinical Health (HITECH)
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Questions and Answers
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